VISION OF NEBUCHADNEZZAR

Daniel Chapter 2. King Nebuchadnezzar is in a panic to have a dream interpreted. But he will not reveal the dream. His astrologers tell him flatly: this is impossible. So the King threatens to kill them all: astrologers, magicians, and wise men. Daniel comes forward and begs for time to render the interpretation and save the wise men. Daniel reveals to the King his vision was a Great Image: head of gold, chest and arms of silver, loins of brass, legs of iron, and feet of iron mixed with clay. Daniel tells the interpretation of the dream: it pertains to the succession of kingdoms on earth.

In seeking insight Daniel prayed to the God of Heaven. In this paper we supply you with a path of deduction Daniel may have used to interpret the Great Image. Wise Men from the East arrived in the Holy Land shortly after the birth of Christ claiming to have “followed the stars”. Who can say it is an unholy thing to “follow the stars” since the descendants of the Wise Men in Babylon that Daniel rescued arrived right on time with gifts to humbly present to the Savior of the World.

It is an immutable principle of prophecy that the message the Creator put in the stars is the same message the Creator inspired in the Scripture. This simple truth and Daniel’s demonstration of it resulted in a pagan King giving glory to the God of Daniel. Be careful not to cast this methodology aside. We suggest Daniel used it to discredit magic and astrology and turn pagans to the LORD.

The following pages are photos out of my notebook pertaining to this topic. Some readers may find this too raw and unpalatable. Please consider: I can supply you with fresh research faster if I’m freed up from spending hours on a computer polishing papers for publication. The kernel of truth is there for you to access. Since I am advancing in age, my duty is to keep exercising my spiritual gift while I have the strength. Blessings to you! servant mark.
Daniel was taken captive to Babylon. This is the same locale where the descendants of Noah gathered, made briches, and with asphalt built “a city whose top is in the Heavens;... a name for ourselves... lest we be scattered over the face of the whole earth.” (Gen.11:4).

The LORD came down and confused the language of the people and scattered them abroad over the face of the earth, and they ceased building...

Yet, at the site of Babel there arose a kingdom. Babylon retained its devotion to the study of the Heavens, and a retinue of astrologers and wise men were consulted by the King. Far from being babbling witches and sorcerors these men were the most highly educated scholars of the time, which was the reason for Daniel’s captivity. The King was on the lookout for the brightest minds available anywhere to draw to his court for advice.

Daniel was a fish out of water. He was devoted to the LORD, not the stars. He and his three friends kept the commandments of the LORD. Which makes Daniel’s prophecies all the more impressive. The LORD sought Daniel to interpret the star signs, though he never, that...

It was the Creator, the God of Daniel, who put the stars in the Heavens and set the Sun and the planets in motion, so the drama of star prophecy would be fixed above, on eternal silent witness of sovereignty of God in affairs.

The King of Babylon was an idolator. Indeed, possibly the greatest Babylonian idolator that ever lived. He served and worshipped Bel, the patron god of...

His mind was obsessed with the images of dieties. It is likely, he believed the lie of Satan in the Garden that he could become a god; we see he erected a huge statue of himself and commanded all to bow down and...

The LORD humbled the King of Babylon. He eventually assented that Daniel possessed more insight into secrets than all his astrologers; truly, the God of Daniel was the God of Heaven; “the God of gods, the LORD of kings” even “the Most-High God” (Daniel 3:47); (4v2-3) and “Holy-God” (4v9).
And so, in a twist of irony, the LORD worked it so correct knowledge of star interpretation was the means to convert convinced idolators and forever rid them of engaging in forbidden practice of astrology! With that in mind, we present to you our proposal for how Daniel's prophecy lines up with the Heavenly star signs. Behold the wisdom of Daniel!

In Daniel ch.2 Nebuchadnezzar (N.) commanded his astrologers to tell him his dream. They could not and so N., determined to eradicate them, Daniel went in to the king and asked for time to seek the secret from "the God of Heaven".

ch.2 v.19 "Then the secret was revealed to Daniel in a night vision."

So Daniel went to Arioch and said:

ch.2 v.24 "Do not destroy the wise men of Babylon ... I will tell the king the interpretation."

Daniel speaking before the king:

v.27 "The secret which the king demanded...
Daniel's interpretation of the stars is Godgiven; it has no origin in the minds of men (wise men) or is it accessible through parlay with the spirit world (astrologers, magicians, scarr-sayers).
Daniel’s Prophecy (3)

2v31 “You, O King, were watching
and behold

This great image
whose splendor was great
stood before you
and its form was awesome.”

2v32 “The image’s head
was of fine gold
its chest and arms
of silver
its belly and
thighs of bronze.
its legs of iron...
its feet partly of iron and partly
of clay.”

In total there are seven (7) signs
four (4) Auriga, Taurus, Orion, U. Major
plus (3) Argo-Pappis, Argo-Lorena,
Argo-Velia.

The Bible number (7) means
“The End.” A clue that the image
speaks a prophecy of future,
right up to the “End” the second
return of Christ.
**DANIEL’S PROPHECY (4)**

Take a step back and see the “Great Image as it stands in the whole sky.”

The image lies super-imposed upon the “Mountain” of the “King.”

The Milky Way, rich in stars and light, forms a gigantic “Hill of the Lord.” Or, a Mountain.

But the mountain peaks at 60° above the Earth’s Equator. The Bible Number 60 means “King” (!)

The Pole Star is at the very top of the sky. All stars rotate about this point.

Prophetically, the Pole Star is the Throne of God.

Perseus is significant because it is a sign near to Auriga, the “Head of God.” Perseus is in the shape of the mouth of a cave on the mountain. The stars of Perseus would indicate the cave includes a tunnel or chamber inside the Mountain.

Cephus is the enthroned King, whose chair rises far above the mountain, but short of the blessed ones in Ursa Minor connected directly to the Pole Star. Importantly: Cephus is on the other side of the mountain.

Cassiopeia is the Queen, wife of Cephus. She lies at the pinnacle of the Hill, astride the Galactic Equator. Her spouse is Cephus: she has nothing to do with the Great Image.

* In fact, in Bible prophecy ‘mountain is synonymous with ‘king.”
DANIEL'S PROPHECY (5)

In the pagan worldview there is no Creator. There is a pantheon of super-natural gods each with a skill and specific duties & responsibilities. Thus, in the pagan worldview there is nothing above the sky:

But in the faith of mono-theism, there is a Creator, a supreme being with insurpassable divine characteristics: all-knowing, eternal, perfect, all-powerful, etc.

Daniel worshipped this “God of Heaven”, who resides outside of space-time, but manifests to us in His role not only of Creator but superintendent of the affairs of the Universe. As such, the “I AM” of Daniel’s faith appears as appropriate at the top of the sky. The Bible number 1 means “I AM Lord.” So, to Daniel there is someone above the sky:

1

Asides:

Our number 1 has three parts: ‘+’ + ‘’ + ‘’. Thus, the divinity contains in itself 3 persons, all co-equal and harmonious.

This is really the key to Daniel’s prophecy. Because if you admit a Creator, then you un-lock the meaning of the stars. But if there is nothing above the sky, as the pagans, then the meaning of the star-signs is mysterious. So astrologers must invent stories to fill stars with meaning. But their meanings are un-verifiable. Whereas the prophecy of Daniel was born out in history. Proving his assumption was correct! Prophecy proves the God of Heaven exists and created all things.
Before proceeding further, let’s review the significance of pillars or poles in pagan cultures. It seems all ancients had them, reflecting perhaps the “dream” of Nebuchadnezzar was not unique. Other idolators the world around erected such things. Each paying homage to the notion of a “tower” that “reaches to the Heavens”. Consider that according to the Bible: all pagan societies trace their roots back to Babel.

Often the towers or poles are expressed in worship of a female deity: who is the “Queen of Heaven” (Cassiopeia) who sits at the top of the rich stars, Milky Way. The pagans, recognizing the four signs of Auriga, Taurus, Orion, and Sirius form a pole or statue, located at the bottom of the “Hill of the Lord,” built their poles on sites around the local mountains, but built temples to their gods or sacrificial sites on high hills, frequently at top of accessible mountains, eg Olympia.

The Egyptians built obelisks: (also Assyrians, Ethiopians, Nubians, and pre-historic Peruvians)
(often of stone) (presumably quarried out of the mountain, eg Rosicus).

The Canaanites built Asherah poles: (also Germanic pagans)
(of wood) (Jehovah ordered them “cut down”)

The Babylonians, Greeks, Romans built statues of men:
(of stone)

The Polynesian built Tikis: short poles (of wood)

The Natives of Pacific North West built Totems: of animals and figures stacked on top of each other.

The Ethiopians built stele. (of stone)

The Koreans built Fangsong, poles (of wood) and placed them at the edges of villages to ward off evil spirits.
Daniel begged Nebuchadnezzar for time. He hadn’t considered the meaning of the “Great Image” in the stars before this. Daniel was first and foremost a student of the scrolls. He prayed according to the truth as he found it “written in the Law of Moses” (Daniel 9v13).

We propose here that Daniel was able to link up the location of the brightest stars in the statue [Great Image] and draw his prophetic conclusions. His calculation was based on each star’s declination versus the 1° (God of Heaven) above the sky.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Star Sign</th>
<th>Brightest Stars</th>
<th>Declination (vs. Earth’s Equator)</th>
<th>From Pole</th>
<th>From God</th>
<th>(Number of) Star of Heaven = Chapter in Bible</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AURIGA</td>
<td>Capella</td>
<td>46°</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Genesis 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAURUS</td>
<td>Aldebaran</td>
<td>17°</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>Exodus 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORION</td>
<td>Betelgeuse</td>
<td>7°</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>Exodus 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rigel</td>
<td>-8°</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>Leviticus 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CANUS MAJOR</td>
<td>Sirius</td>
<td>-17°</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>Leviticus 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARGO CAREENA</td>
<td>Canopus</td>
<td>-53°</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>Numbers 27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We will show in the following pages that these chapters all feature key-words relevant to the “Great Image” of Nebuchadnezzar: “mountain”; “pillar of stone”; “tower” “God appears”; “glory of the LORD”; “Go up the mountain”; “stone”; “dream”; “make a covenant.” In reading these specific chapters, Daniel guided by the Holy Spirit, also teased a connection of each one to metals (gold, silver, etc.) and establish in his mind that each star sign was a type of a world power yet to come.
The star Capella. The name means 'she-goat' in Latin. Alioth in Hebrew. Genesis 35 features a number of prominent women. We will study this chapter in length because it must be fully understood to appreciate Daniel's thoughts.

Journey of Jacob [Head/Leader/Guide of 12 Tribes]

v.1 "Arise, go to Bethel and dwell, and make an altar to God, who appeared to you, when you fled from the face of your brother Esau."  
   // Exodus from Egypt  
   Bethel = Mt. Sinai

v.2 Jacob said to all his household: all who were with him: "Put away the foreign gods among you; purify yourselves, change your garments."
   // "put away" = plague of Egypt (9)  
   // "purify" = cross Bethel (2)  
   // "change garments" = motion (2)

v.3 "Let us arise and go to Bethel; and I will make an altar there to God, who answered with me, me in the day of my distress and has been,"
   // Head to Promised Land  
   Bethel 2 = Altar at Jericho  
   // "distress" = wilderness

v.4 So they gave Jacob all the foreign gods which were in their hands, and earrings in their ears; Jacob hid them under Terebinth Tree  
   // Conquered of Prom. Land  
   Jacob 2 = Joshua  
   Jacob 3 = Council of Heads of Tribes  
   Shechem 1 = Shechem

v.5 "They journeyed, and the terror of God was upon the cities around them, and they did not pursue the sons of Jacob."
   // Conquers after Joshua  
   Sons of Jacob 4 = Elders that succeeded Joshua

v.6 "So Jacob came to Luz (Bethel) which is in the land of Canaan, he and all the people with him,"
   // Judges  
   Bethel 3 = Bethel  
   Canaan = Land of Enmies

v.7 "And he built an altar there and called the place El Bethel; because God appeared to him when he fled the face of his brother."
   // Gideon's Victory  
   Bethel 3 = Ophrah
v.8 “Now Deborah, Reuben’s nurse, died and she was buried below Bethel under the Weeping Terebinth Tree. So it is called Terebinth of A

Bethel⁵ = Mizpah
// reversion to deep idolatry, Midah’s motion image
// “died” faith gone ”T. Tree” nation of idolaters
// “buried” repressed

v.9 “Then God appeared to Jacob again, when he came from Padan Aram, and blessed him.”

Jacob⁶ = SAUL
// “Padan Aram” = people of hands aliens // “blessed” = victories in battle

v.10 “God said to him, ‘Your name is Jacob; Your name shall not be called Jacob any more, but Israel shall be your name’ So he called his name Israel.

Jacob⁷ = DAVID, as servant of SAUL
Jacob⁸ = DAVID, as King of JUDAH
Israel¹ = DAVID, as King of ISRAEL
Israel² = United Judah + Israel in Kingdom of David

v.11 “Also God said to him “I Am God Almighty, Be fruitful and multiply. A nation and a company of nations shall proceed from you, and kings shall come from your body,”

Also God said to him “Almighty,” - David's conquests // “fruitful” - many offspring

v.12 “The land which I gave to Abraham and Isaac I give to you; and to your descendants after you I give.”

v.13 “Then God went up from him in the place where He talked with him.”

v.14 “So Jacob set up a pillar in the place where he talked to him, a Pillar of Stone; and he poured a “Gibeon” drink offering on it, and he poured a

Jacob⁹ = SOLOMON
Pillar of Stone: Line of Kings
‘Gibeon’ prophet of Islamic Believers
Two pillars: two lines of Caliph: Sunni & Shia
"poured out": wasted, Drink [alcohol]
and Oil [spiritual knowledge] do not Soak into stone! Islam reject them.
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DANIEL’S PROPHECY (10)

v.16 "And Jacob called the name of the place Bethel, because God spake to him there. Bethel" 6 = Bethel
Jacob 10 = REHOBOAM (king of 10 n° tribes)

Then they journeyed from Bethel. Bethel 7 = Samaria
And when there was but a little distance to go to Ephrath, Rachel labored, and she had hard labor. "journeyed": taken into exile by Assyrians

v.17 Now it came to pass, when she was in hard labor, the midwife said to her, "Do not fear; you will have this son also." ‘mid-wife’ = Jeremiah

v.18 "And so it was, as her soul was departing (for she died) that she called his name ‘Son of My Sorrow’ (Ben-Oni) but his father called him ‘Son of my right hand’ (Ben-jamin).” ‘Son of my sorrow’ = exiles from Jerusalem

v.19 “So Rachel died and was buried on the way to Ephrath (Bethlehem)” ‘died’ = city razed and ‘buried’ = repressed in foreign land

v.20 “And Jacob set a pillar on her grave, which is the pillar of Rachel’s grave to this day.” Pillar on grave = N’s dream

v.21 “Then Jacob journeyed and pitched his tent beyond the Tower of Edar.” Jacob 12 = BELSHAZZAR
Tower = Babylon
"beyond" = Shushan, province of Elam (where Daniel had vision)
Daniel's Prophecy (11)

The God of Heaven, the “I” above the sky together with the scrolls of Moses, has revealed much to Daniel. He “followed the stars” like the wise men from the East, of whom he was the greatest, and discerned the clear link between Capella, the bright star of Auriga, and Genesis 35.

In carefully reading Genesis 35 Daniel found repeated mention of pillars erected by Jacob. Confirmation this was the tapstone of the “Great Image” of Nebuchadnezzar’s dream. (Since a pillar represents a line of authority.)

Knowing the history of his people, Daniel could identify all the persons in Genesis 35 who were the Head/Leader/Guide of the twelve tribes historically with Jacob.

Genesis 35 explicitly says: “a nation and a company of nations shall proceed from you, and kings shall come from your body.” (v.11)

Therefore, Daniel surmised that the sons of Jacob, who had literally ‘came from his body’, were prophetic of world nations. All the sons of Jacob were born outside the boundary of the territory of Israel demarcated by Moses & Joshua. Therefore the nations these sons typified were Gentile nations.

In Genesis 35, Jacob is prophetically the “King of Kings.” Following the Jacob in the chapter, Daniel saw in verse 20, that ‘Jacob’ must be Nebuchadnezzar; He must be the Head/Leader/Guide of the twelve tribes, i.e. Gentile nations on earth.

When Issac blessed Jacob he said: “Let peoples serve you, and nations bow down to you. Be master over your brethren, and let your mother’s sons bow down to you. Cursed be everyone who curses you, And blessed be those who bless you.” (Gen. 27, v. 29)

So the realm of Jacob exceeds even the nations represented by the 12 sons but includes even “your mother’s sons;” in other words, all nations!

B except Benjamin. (see verse 18 on page 10)
How did Daniel make a connection between Nebuchadnezzar and gold?

Doesn't the constellation of AURIGA remind you of the shape of an ear-ring? Or an ear?

Genesis 35:2 says "So they gave Jacob all the foreign gods that were in their hands and the ear-rings in their ears and Jacob hid them under the Terebinth Tree in Shechem." (capital) (nation of idolaters)

Ear-rings were golden jewelry. Popular among ancient people. (Judges 5v24)

Who is Capella? The goat? Daniel, of course. What is more precious than gold? Wisdom. Who "has the ear" of the king? Daniel, Chief Counsellor.

All this makes perfect sense. Gold has always been identified with kings - because only royalty could afford to own it.

v.37 "You, O king, are a king of kings. [Jacob]
For the God of Heaven has given you a kingdom, power, strength, and glory;

v.38 "and wherever the children of men dwell, or the beasts of the field and the birds of the heaven; He has given them into your hand and made you ruler over them all - you are this head of gold." [Jacob's sons] [Jacob's mother's sons] (glory)

A transfer of authority to a new ruler is typified by the people taking off ear-rings 

Hebrew: ""Qinmúb"" (ภูษ) is the common word for "gold", (kingdom)
Before passing on to the remainder of Daniel’s prophecy, we’ll consider the other prominent women & sons mentioned:

v.22 "And it happened, when Israel dwelt in that land, that Reuben went in and lay with Bilhah his father’s concubine, and Israel heard of it."

Now the sons of Jacob were twelve;

v.23 "the sons of Leah were Reuben, Jacob’s firstborn and Simeon, Levi, Judah, Issachar, and Zebulon;"

Leah = Jerusalem (city of Ezra & Nehemiah)

2nd

炩 Catholic Church & State(s)
炩 European Kings / Crusaders
炩 European Wars of Religion
炩 Pre-eminence of Germany on Continent
炩 Western Europe (EU)
炩 Eastern Europe (soviet influence)

v.24 "the sons of Rachel

After 1st Ephraim → United States of America (333 capitations)
Menasseh → United Kingdom & Commonwealth of (West Euro)

After Joseph

Benjamin → Modern State of Israel

v.25 "the sons of Bilhah, Rachel’s maidservant;
Dan
Naphtali"

Bilhah = Rome (polluted city)

v.26 "the sons of Zilpah, Leah’s maidservant;
Gad
Asher,"

These were the sons of Jacob born to him in Paddan Aram. "P.A.~ foreign lands sometimes embracing, sometimes rejecting the people of God"
DANIEL’S PROPHECY (14)

(cont’d) Unless the reader be confused, women do not prophetically point to cities. Women are types of covenants between God and a nation. It so happens that when the capital cities of the nations fall to enemies that often this extinguishes the national identity and nullifies the covenant. Consider how prophetic women are described in the New Testament:

Galatians 4

v.22 “For it is written that Abraham had two sons:
one by a bond-woman, the other by a free-woman.” [Ishmael & Isaac]

v.23 “But he who was of the bond-woman was born
according to the flesh, and he of the free-w. through promise.”

v.24 “Which things are symbolic, for these are the two covenants
the one from Mt.Sinai which gives birth to bondage: Hagar
\{People of Moses\}
\{Under the Law of Mt.Sinai\}

v.25 “for this Hagar is Mount Sinai in Arabia, and corresponds to
Jerusalem which is now, and is in bondage with her children”
[Sarah]

v.26 “but the Jerusalem above is free, which is mother of us all.” [Spirit-born believers in Jesus]

v.28 “now we brethren, as Isaac was, are children of promise.”

v.29 “But, as he who was born according to the flesh then persecuted
him born according to the Spirit, even so it is now.”
Now we come to the star Aldebaran, some would call it the ‘Eye of the Bull’ TAURUS, which directs us, by “following the stars” 74° north of the Equator to Exodus 24, (see page 7). The two horns of Taurus are notable:

Daniel’s description of this second piece “... its chest and arms of silver” (ch 2v32) of the Great Image:

Daniel’s interpretation of “But after you shall arise another kingdom inferior to yours;”

We can see Taurus is inferior to Auriga immediately, because whereas Auriga is entirely in the “Land” part of the sky, above the Ecliptic, Taurus is mostly in the “Sea” part of the sky.

In general the farther north in the sky, the more “wise”; the farther south in the sky, the more “foolish.” The “Land” part of the sky dwells people of faith; in the “Sea” (salt sea) unbeliever.

Prophetically, the kingdom that followed Babylon as a world power was Media-Persia. Each horn of Taurus was in fact a separate nation but united in a close alliance.

The Sun continues in its circuits of the heavens and prophetically the meaning changes in later times to represent the United Kingdom (aka “John Bull”) and United States. When we unpack Exodus 24 we will see the similarity in the form of goat, and the spiritual atmosphere of Media-Persia and the United Kingdom-United States special relationship.
When we read Exodus 24 with an eye to its interpretation as a form of government all the verses contribute a component of its construction:

\[v.1\] Then he said to Moses: "Come up to the Lord, you and Aaron, Nadab and Abihu and seventy elders of Israel and worship from afar."

\[v.2\] And Moses alone shall come near the Lord but they shall not come near; nor shall the people go up with him."

\[v.3\] So Moses came and told the people all the words of the Lord and all the judgments. All the people answered with one voice and said: "All the words the Lord has said we will do."

\[v.4\] And Moses wrote all the words of the Lord. And he rose early in the morning and built an altar at the foot of the mountain, and twelve pillars according to the twelve tribes of Israel.

\[v.5\] Then he sent young men of the children of Israel, who offered burnt offerings and sacrificed peace offerings of oxen to the Lord.

\[v.6\] And Moses took half the blood and put it in basins, and half the blood he sprinkled on the altar.
**DANIEL'S PROPHECY (17)**

v.7 "Then he took the Book of the Covenant and read in the hearing of the people. And they said “All the LORD has said we will do, and be obedient.”

v.8 "And Moses took the blood, and sprinkled it on the people, and said “This is the blood of the covenant which the LORD has made with you according to all these words”

v.9 "Then Moses went up, also Aaron, Nadab and Abihu, and seven elders"

v.10 "and they saw the God of Israel. And there under his feet was as it were a paved work of sapphire stone. It was like the very heavens in clarity,"

v.11 "But on the nobles of the children of Israel He did not lay his hand. So they saw God, and they ate and drank."

- Book of Covenant
  - national charter
  - in hearing of people
  - open government proceedings
  - and they said
    - pledge of allegiance
    - sprinkled it on the people
    - members of covenant are citizens; with rights and responsibilities
    - the covenant
      - national identity derived from a legal bond; not based on blood taking
    - went up
      - leadership of nation is shared
    - saw the God of Israel
      - imbued with authority
      - under his feet
        - upholding, protection for the weak & unfortunate
        - a paved work of sapphire stone
          - equality & fraternity
            - like the heavens
              - blue colored.
        - He did not lay his hand
          - legal rights and protections of each branch of government
          - free speech & public discourse permitted
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DANIEL’S PROPHECY (18)

v.12 “Then the LORD said to Moses, ‘Come up to me on the mountain and be there; and I will give you tablets of stone; and the law and commandments which I have written that you may teach them.’” — tablets of stone — final judgment — immutable, eternal truth — wisdom of Divinity Himself — which I have written — that you may teach — entrusted to supreme lawmakers

v.13 “So Moses arose with his assistant Joshua, and Moses went up to the mountain of God.” — with his assistant Joshua — not just one, but a court of supreme lawmakers

v.14 “And he said to the elders: ‘Wait here for us until we come back to you. Indeed Aaron and Hur are with you. If any man has a dispute, let him go to them.’” — Wait here for us — absence of Divine Wisdom — let him go to them — informed men rely on man’s wisdom for judgment

v.15 “Then Moses went up into the mountain, and a cloud covered the mountain.” — a cloud covered the mountain — no longer a kingdom — no longer wise

v.16 “Now the glory of the LORD rested on Mount Sinai, and the cloud covered it six days. And on the seventh day He called to Moses out of the midst of the cloud.” — glory of the LORD rested — no longer an illustrious leader to inspire the people — the seventh day — a terrible time will come

v.17 “The sight of the glory of the LORD was like a consuming fire on the top of the mountain in the eyes of the children of Israel.” — like a consuming fire — people will see faith in God as a threat to humanity — people will turn away from venerating wisdom of the forefathers of nation — Supreme Court judgments — forty days and forty nights — time of testing for nation

v.18 “So Moses went into the midst of the cloud, and went up into the mountain. And Moses was on the mountain forty days and forty nights.” — concrete and spiritual — time of testing for nation — forty days and forty nights — Supreme Court judgments — people will see faith in God as a threat to humanity — people will turn away from venerating wisdom of the forefathers of nation — forty days and forty nights — time of testing for nation
DANIEL'S PROPHECY (19)

Daniel identified this piece of the statue with silver. There is no explicit mention of silver in Exodus 24. How did he gain this insight?

The two arms of TAURUS are not spread apart, like Christ on the Cross, they are reaching and grasping in the same direction.

What required two hands? A handshake! What do handshakes make? A bargain! TAURUS is not wise - TAURUS is transactional - a premier TRADER

Whereas Babylon lies in a fertile plain astride a huge river of water, sufficient Media/Persia lies in the mountains or in remote plains and must rely on trade networks to buy and to sell goods.

Persians perfected the bazaar! Even trading as far away as China for silk. United Kingdom's trade reach was global: as far away as China for tea.

One of the arms above Ecliptic, one of the arms below Ecliptic.

Some of the trading "above the table" (legal) some trading "under the table" (illicit). But, majority of trading was "under-handed." (Ecliptic)

So, corruption of office is a besetting weakness of these nations. Indeed high offices could be bought for a price, and the power of the offices could be abused for personal gain or personal agenda.

Since the nation is literally headless, while the cat is away the mice play. Media-Persia & Uk-USA are/were huge empires and policing these vast domains were all but impossible. So entitled elites were able to pursue love of money with abandon.
DANIEL’S PROPHECY (20)

Other ways in which Persia fulfilled the prophecy of Exo. 24 (TAURUS)

(1) No One is Above Law: "Know, O King, that it is the law of the Medes and Persians that no decree or statute which the King establishes may be changed." (Dan. 6v15)

(2) Corrupt Officials: "Daniel distinguished himself... so the governors and satraps sought to bring some charge against Daniel" (Dan. 6v3-4)

(3) Division of Powers: "It pleased Darius to set over the kingdom one hundred twenty satraps" (Dan. 6v1)

(4) Freedom of Petition: "So these governors and satraps thronged before the king." (Dan. 6v6)

(5) Rights for Marginalized: Proclamation of Cyrus for Jews to return to Promised Land (Ezra 1v24)

(6) Legal Process for Claims: "and hired counsellors against them to frustrate their purpose" (Ezra 4v5)

(7) Good Government & Justice: "The letter you sent has been read before me and I gave command and a search has been made" (Ezra 4v18-19)

Right of Appeal
Letter of Tattenai
Supreme Court Judgment
Letter of Darius

Persia was also noted as a place of extravagant festivals and parties with excessive eating and drinking (Ester 1v5) and occasions of exceptionally foolish decisions (Ester 1v11) with harmful repercussions (rest of book of Ester). // see Psalm 74 //
DANIEL’S PROPHECY (21)

Now we come to the star Betelgeuse, which directs us, on “following the stars” (84°) south of the God of Heaven to Exodus 34. Betelgeuse is the NW corner of Orion:

// In pagan myth “Orion” was a Great Hunter
// with a bronze club: a slayer of animals. Son
// of sea-god Poseidon he could walk on waves.
// On a hunt in Crete he threatened to kill every
// beast on earth. (1st mentioned, Homer in Iads 7-8th)

Of this, Daniel said: “...its belly and sides of bronze.” (2v326)

And his interpretation: “then another, a third kingdom of bronze, which shall rule over all the earth.” (Dan. 2v39)

And indeed, a third kingdom arose, the Empire of Alexander the Great, which followed Persia, which followed Babylon [gold].

A quick review of the salient dates of these events:

§ Jerusalem falls to Nebuchadnezzar II: 586 BC
   Babylonian kings: Amel-Marduk (562) Nabonidas (556) Belshazzar (550)

§ Babylon falls to Cyrus II Persian: 539 BC
   Persian kings: Darius I Medes (539) Cambyses II (530) Darius I (522) (4th)
   Xerxes I (486) Artaxerxes I (462) Darius II (423) Artaxerxes II
   Artaxerxes III (350) Arses (338) Darius III (336–333)

Alexander crosses Hellespont: 334 captures Sardis, Miletus, assus
Alexander defeats Darius III at Issus 333 takes Syria & Levant coast
Alexander destroys Tyre after siege 332 also takes Gaza after siege
Alexander is welcomed as liberator of Egypt: crowned son of Isis, Amun

§ Alexander defeats Darius III at Gaugamela 331 BC captures Babylon, Susa, Persepolis
Alexander invades India (326) Army Revolts (324)
Alexander dies (323) Empire divided between his four generals: Wars of

At some interpret sides as “thighs.”
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** DANIEL’S PROPHECY (22) **

Whereas bronze was a precious metal in ancient times, due to the scarcity of tin (10% composition), it was identified with its primary ends of production: sharp, durable swords, and sacred temple items.

In the Tabernacle of Jehovah, the Altar of Burnt Offering was made of acacia wood and covered with an overlay of bronze. The Altar was square: 5 cubits long by 5 cubits wide; height 3 cubits. Parts of sacrificial animals were laid on the pure bronze grate of the Altar (left). The sign of Orion has at its heart a sacrifice on a bronze Altar!

In fact, the three stars at the center of Orion confirm this:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stars</th>
<th>Declination</th>
<th>Chapter</th>
<th>Bible Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mintakea</td>
<td>-0° 17’57”</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>Leviticus 1, Burnt Offering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alnitam</td>
<td>-1° 12’7”</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>Leviticus 2, Grain Offering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alnitak</td>
<td>-1° 56’33”</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>Leviticus 3, Peace Offering</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Levi, being a son of Jacob that was noted for his jealousy of the rape of his sister Dinah and his massacre of Shechem, son of Hamor the Hivite, and all the city’s male inhabitants is identified with the sword. (Interestingly, massacre of male inhabitants of cities that resisted Alexander was his policy, eg. Tyre).

The Levites were assigned the task of assisting in sacrificing animals. So, Leviticus [the Book] is the perfect place for the Bible to describe these stars.

* which was imported from as far away as Cornwall in ships.
* bronze was prized in China for sacred furniture. Highly crafted they were considered a mark of imperial status.
So, we see the star Betelgeuse is not a corner of the Altar. In fact, as in the case of the first two stars, it points to a new Covenant.

When Daniel said "a third kingdom of bronze, that will rule over the whole earth" it wasn’t (only) Greece, but the Kingdom of God on his mind. The “Jacob” or Head/Leader/Guide of the 12 tribes of Israel appears, except this time, as Moses in Exodus 34.

But the Moses of Exodus 34 is not erecting any pillars. This Moses is supplicating with his Lord. At this time in history, there are no longer any Kings of Judah [whose line of succession is represented by a pillar]; because the ‘Jacob’ (Head/Leader/Guide of 12 Tribes) is a spiritual man.

Marvelously, in this period the Jewish people recognize the authority of the Persian King, while taking opportunity of his magnificent virtue to worship their God at the temple in Jerusalem. A new covenant.

The contrast could not be more stark. The rebellious people of Moses, always typified by the stubborn, stiff-necked goat, have (figuratively) cut him into pieces and laid their passions on the Altar of Sacrifice.

Compare this to the other goat, the Grecian goat, Alexander. His self-will, aggression, ambition were without restraint. His conscience concerning the pain of others; absent; His knowledge of the God of Heaven: zero. His belief in his own divinity: to huskies!

The male goat must be dominant; King of the hill.

\( ^\circled{8} \) As we already saw (see page 8) Moses is a "Jacob" type, according to the spiritual knowledge of Capella (Genesis 35).
Daniel's Prophecy (24)

Who are these spiritual men honored in the heavens by the bright star Betelgeuse? There are three Moses references in the first 8 verses of Exo.34.

Exo.34 v.1 "And the LORD said to Moses: cut two tablets of stone like the first and I will write on tablets the words on the first tablets you broke."

The first Moses - man of God - spiritual man is Cyrus!

v.2 "So be ready in the morning and come up in the morning to Mount Sinai, and present yourself to me there on top of the mountain."

In Ezra 1 he published the famous Decree of Cyrus, where he "cut the tablets" out of the stone of his own mountain, and set the people of Moses free to return to their own land.

v.3 "And no man shall come up with you, and let no man be seen throughout all the mountain; let neither flocks nor herds feed before that mountain."

Ezra 2: "And the flocks and herds of the LORD were not seen any more in Persia because they returned to their own land.

v.4 "So he cut two tablets of stone like the first. Then Moses arose early in the morning and went up Mt. Sinai, as the LORD had commanded him; and he took in his hand the two tablets of stone."

Ezra 3: The second Moses is the whole leadership group of the returnees: Jeshua the priest, and his brethren the priests, and Zerubbabel the governor who arose and rebuilt the altar of the LORD, to offer burnt offerings on it.

Mt. Sinai is Jerusalem (Galatians 4:25) (prophetic)
Indeed, the entire congregation enjoyed uplifted spirituality as they beheld the grace of God, permitting them to return to their land and worship according to the Law of Moses.

v5 "Now the LORD descended in the cloud and stood with him there and proclaimed the Name of the LORD."

v6 "And the LORD passed before him and proclaimed, 'The LORD, the LORD God, merciful and gracious, longsuffering, and abounding in goodness and truth,'"

v7 "Keeping mercy for thousands, forgiving iniquity and transgression and sin, by no means clearing the guilty; visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the children to the third and fourth generation,"

Which leads to the third Moses, who was the Scribe Ezra, a man of God!

v8 "So Moses made haste and bowed his head toward the earth and worshipped."

v9 "Then he said, "If now I have found grace in your sight, O Lord, let my Lord, I pray, go among us, even though we are a shiftless people and pardon our iniquity and our sin; and take us as your inheritance.""
Very truly, this covenant is typified by Hagar, the maid & slave-woman of Sarah.

Ezra himself, pre-eminent Scribe of the Law of Moses, declared:

"We are slaves. Yet our God did not forsake us in our bondage;
but he extended mercy to us... to revive us..." (Ezra 9:7) & (Neh 9:36)

Just as Hagar fled from her mistress Sarah and God found her near well of Shur
and invited her to return to her mistress and submit herself under her hand (Gen.15:6)

For although the returning Jews fulfilled the commands of the LORD to Moses
in Exodus 34: "Observe what I command you this day" (v.11);

v.12 "Take heed lest you make covenant with
    the inhabitants of the land..."    Ezra 4 v 1-3
v.16 "... and you take of his daughters for
    your sons"            Ezra 9 v 2-3
v.18 "Feast of Unleavened Bread you will keep"
v.21 "Six days you will work... on seventh rest"    Neh. 13 v 19
v.22 "observe the Feast of Weeks, of the first
    fruits of wheat harvest, and Feast of Ingathering... "    Observed in NT times
v.23 "three times a year all your men shall
    appear before the LORD [1nd. Day of Atonement]    Observed in NT times
v.25 "Feast of Passover"    Ezra 6 v 20

In fact, this covenant was only ever intended to be a pause, a placeholder, until the Messiah came to fulfill Moses’ prayer: “go among us”;

Just as Abraham and Sarah were waiting for the Promised Son, and
Hagar was there to fill the gap. As servant, not wife, her son held no
claim to inheritance. It was clear the returning Jews were
tenants, not land owners. The land belongs to Messiah alone: Jesus Christ.

Lev 25 v 23 “The land shall not be sold permanently, for the land
is Mine; for you are strangers and sojourners with Me.”
And so, amazingly, marvellously, Exodus 34 marches on takes us all the way to the Cross, and beyond. More Moses - spiritual men appear.

v. 19 “All that open the womb are Mine” - birth of Christ

v. 20 “But the Firstborn of a donkey you shall redeem with a lamb” - ministry of John Baptist “donkey”~ prophet

v. 21 “... but on seventh day you shall rest” - ministry of Christ begins [See Luke 4 v 19]

v. 22 “and you shall observe... the first fruits of the wheat harvest” - disciples follow Christ

v. 23 “... all your man shall appear before the Lord, LORD God of Israel” - Christ grants his disciples authority to cast out demons.

v. 24 “... for I will cast out nations before you and enlarge your borders...” - Disciples sent out to proclaim the Kingdom of God is near.

“... no one will covet your land when you go up to appear before the LORD your God three times a year” - When Christ “goes up” to Jerusalem to present Himself as Messiah he will be rejected

v. 25 “... You shall not offer the blood of My Sacrifice with leaven” - Christ is crucified

“... nor shall the sacrifice of Feast of Passover be left until morning...” - on the eve of Passover

- his body is taken down and buried before AM.

[This is especially prophetic because the 12 tribes are types and shadows of nations “under God”; the 12 disciples are prophetic of communions of believers who abide in the nations “under God.” (in case of sons of Leah: Europe & Colonies)]
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DANIEL’S PROPHECY (28)

v. 26 “the first fruits of your land you shall bring to the house of the LORD” - Dan of Pentecost, 5000 souls believe; at preaching of Peter in Jerusalem

// The prophecy of Daniel is fulfilled: //
// “a third kingdom... shall rule over all the earth” (2v.31) //

“you shall not boil a young goat in its mother’s milk” - Persecution in Jerusalem “boil” “mother”

v. 27 “Then the LORD said to Moses Write these words, for according to the tenor of these words, I have made a covenant with you and with Israel.”

13 believers are Jews [young who disperse]

NEW COVENANT: (Gal.4v26) mother: FREE WOMAN (Sarah)

holy city: JERUSALEM ABOVE

Moses = Apostles (Matt, John, Luke)

Words = Four Gospels

v. 28 “So he was with the LORD forty days and forty nights;”

This is Paul, who suffered much testing

“he neither ate bread nor drank water”

Paul wrote 13 letters, but twice to Corinth, twice to Thessalonians, twice to Timothy.

So he wrote “Ten Words” to 10 audiences:

Romans, Corinthians, Galatians, Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians, Thessalonians, Timothy, Titus, Philemon.

This “He” is LORD, who Divinely inspired all words of Paul’s letters.

first ingathering is of persons from all over the known world - signalling that “your land” is entire earth.

Bible number 40 means “testing” If Hebrews was written by...
DANIEL’S PROPHECY (2A)

v.29 "Now it was so, when Moses came down from Mt. Sinai."

"and the two tablets of the Testimony in Moses’ hand when he came down from the mountain."

"That Moses did not know that the skin of his face shone while he talked with Him."

v.30 "So when Aaron and all the children of Israel saw Moses behold the skin of his face shone and they were afraid to come near him."

v.31 "Then Moses called to them, and Aaron and all the rulers of the congregation returned to him."

"and Moses talked with them."

---

Peter - stayed in Jerusalem
the longest of the Apostles.

Tablets: books of 1 Peter, 2nd Peter in Moses' hand; Peter was likely illiterate. His books were written by his helper, prob Mark (1Pet.5v13)

Peter was unconsciously self-promoting. Always quick to see how important his role was in everything (e.g. Acts 15v7).

Peter identified strongly with Jews, his race of people. So much that he preferred their company to that of converted Gentiles. Paul rebuked him (Gal. 2v11-14)

Paul was an unapologetic
religionist. Contrary to words in his own writings, he established elders and presbuters over local churches and by appointment only!

This network needed to be tied into one human head. But Paul did not have credibility as an apostle of Jesus, Jews especially hated him.
v. 32 "Afterward all the children of Israel came near, and he gave them as commandments all the the LORD had spoken with him on Mt. Sinai."

"Mt. Sinai" - city of Rome.

"he" - Paul

"ch. of Israel" - Jews (see Acts 28 v. 16-31)

(possibly) Peter roamed around Rome incognito.

v. 33 "And when Moses had finished speaking with them, he put a veil on his face."

v. 34 "But whenever Moses went in before the LORD to speak with him, he would take the veil off until he came out, and he would come out and speak to the children of Israel whatever he had been commanded."

Paul lived in a private lodging that Peter, who considered Paul’s words to be the LORD’s words (2 Petr 3 v. 15) would visit for instruction.

v. 35 "And whenever the children of Israel saw the face of Moses, that the skin of Moses’ face shone, then Moses would put the veil on his face again, until he went in to speak with him."

(possibly) Peter was now the “face” of the Church in Rome, a Gentile people. It was now encumbent on him not to be recognized as a Jew, either by face color, or accent, or teaching.

The roles of Aaron and Moses were reversed. Moses appealed to the LORD that he was slow of tongue [Exo. 4 v. 10]. So the LORD said Aaron could be the spokesman; “Now you shall speak to him and put the words in his mouth... so he shall be your spokesman... and you shall be to him as God,” [Exo 4 v. 11-15].

In this case it is likely Peter did not speak Latin! So he had to rely on Paul for not only spiritual guidance but the correct Latin translation to convey to Roman believers. Any suprise that the Latin church became a refined religious institution of priests (sons of Aaron)? Or that the truth of the Gospel was lost in the translation? Or that the Liturgy became a rote repetition of Latin phrases?
Our journey began with Nebuchadnezzar’s “dream” of a marvelous image. There was another dreamer in Scripture: Joseph, Son of Rachel, Brother: Benjamin.

Joseph had a dream: “There we were binding sheaves in the field. Then behold my sheaf arose; and your sheaves stood all around and bowed down to my sheaf.” (Gen 37:7)

“Look, I have dreamed another dream. And this time, the sun, the moon, and the eleven stars bowed down to me.” (Gen 37:9).

Joseph left his brothers and over time gained Pharaoh’s confidence until he was promoted to the highest place in Egypt - second only to the throne. Joseph’s insight was legendary. His ability to adopt Egyptian ways, flawless.

Paul’s career was similar. He too, was a son of Rachel - of the Tribe of Benjamin. He departed from his brothers [Jews] and his insight, displayed in his letters, was impeccable. Joseph, found himself in Egypt and became the authoritative Egyptian. Saul found himself among saints of Christ and became the authoritative Christian. But, short of the throne, the Papacy.

What was Saul’s dream? As the Aaron-type in the Moses-Aaron duo with Peter, Saul [known as Paul, pen name] engineered the existence of a Christian Clergy, a priesthood outside the Priesthood of Christ [see Hebrews 8], in which he shone forth as the patron saint.

Today we take a corps of professional pastors and teachers for granted. They, lap up Paul’s correct definition of the Gospel [es Romani] but stumble when they live out a shabby imitation of it: organized religion with priests, temple, etc.

Very much like another Benjaminite, King Saul, the reign and influence of Peter and his glorious Clergy is relatively brief. The dream and aspiration of Saul tomes crashing in when (typologically) David’s dynasty of Christian Emperors and kings over-shadowed his glory & power. Like a passing phantom, the worship of saints & obedience to priests becomes a River of Fire [Sorceries] leading to Destruction!
Now we come to the star Rigel, which directs us, by following the stars 99° south of the God of Heaven to Leviticus 9. (see page 17). Rigel is at the SE corner of Orion: Betelgeuse tied to Exodus 34 and traced a lin of leaders all the way from Cyrus’s decree to Pope Peter in Rome. In Leviticus 9 the featured character is Aaron performing sacrifices on the bronze altar.

What are the sacrifices on the bronze altar all about? Christians who know the gospel are familiar with this typology. Christ’s death on the Cross shed the precious blood of a blameless sacrifice to put into effect a Covenant of sin forgiveness for all.

But not every sacrifice in the Law of Moses pointed to Christ. There were other prophetic fulfillments: the offerings of Aaron in Leviticus 9 the case in point.

The LORD is, right from Genesis 3 in the Bible, portrayed as the COVENANT MAKER. Whenever a vow is taken between covenanting parties, the LORD is witness.

In Leviticus 9 we see a number of parties offering a number of sacrifices to the LORD. The LORD is the witness of the offering: is it correct? Is it prepared properly? Are its characteristics as they should be? (e.g., no blemish)

It all is in order — the LORD honors the covenant — and holds parties to account.

Sometimes the LORD is a party to the Covenant (e.g., Gen. 15). Sometimes the LORD is the sacrifice offered (Exodus 12:3); sometimes the LORD is parties of animals not sacrificed (Hab. 1:11-12); sometimes the LORD is not a party. But the LORD is always the witness. Because He is Covenant Maker.

Whereas Betelgeuse is a star higher in the sky, the prophetic characters represented are higher quality (e.g., Cyrus, Ezra, first batch of returnees). But Rigel is lower in the sky. It is a picture of a regression in wisdom to a less honorable, not so wise condition or decision. Although the LORD honors this covenant, He detects the decision of the parties to enter it.
To unravel the prophetic meanings of specific details of offenses we need to take a step back and ask a more basic question: why all this religion? Why all these do’s and don'ts? Why this whole spectacle?

Adam & Eve willfully and knowingly defied a command of the LORD with foreknowledge that the consequence of breaking this law was death.

The LORD had every right to kill them both on the spot, but instead He dispensed other consequences, eg pain in childbearings, and granted that Adam and Eve could continue to live a breath, but eventually die.

The LORD sacrificed an animal and clothed their nakedness. The dignity of the forgiven parties was preserved. In so doing, the LORD demonstrated a purpose for sacrifices: it publicly declared the intention of the worshippers [forgiven ones] to keep faith with the LORD and not slip in keeping His commands under the grace of God (not to kill them on the spot) that kept them alive continually. Like an interest payment on a debt too large for them to ever repay it is a meaningful memorial, even if the sum is nominal in comparison to the principal outstanding. ❧ Fail to pay interest? Debt collector cometh!

Repetitively, in the Bible when a person is saved from death or calamity or a fate worse than death - an offering appears. Examples:

> Noah, his people, his animals were preserved from dying in the flood. Noah offered to the LORD his worship by making an altar sacrifice.

> Moses, his people, were preserved from the plagues in the bettell Egypt. When they got to Mt Sinai they made an altar sacrifice.

> Joshua, his people, were preserved from dying of starvation & thirst in a desert filled with snakes, when they set foot in the promised land, erected an altar and offered a sacrifice.

All these continued to offer on altars. They were like Adam & Eve, saved from death but perpetually under a religious obligation it they wished to live for long.

Besides, Jesus paid the whole debt on the Cross. Hallelujah! (Even better: we, who are saved by His blood have no longer any religious duty)
4-Dec-2019.

DANIEL’S PROPHECY (34)

The Gospel is the blood of Jesus is final payment in full for our sin. Jesus died once and does not need to die again. Nor is there any requirement for Christians to go anymore to temples or altars and make offerings there of any kind. This is what people in debt do: pay interest regularly on time. Our debt is paid. Religious observances of this kind are an insult to the Cross because they hint we still owe him. Which suggests his death was insufficient. (The most unlikely)

Yet! Here we have a pair of schemers; Pope Peter + Crafty Counselor Saul. They transform the pure Gospel of Christ into a twisted (per)version:

(Personal Faith) (Clergy-Earth System)

The Gospel The Twisted Perversion

Christ - Dies on Cross Christ - Dies on Cross

Once For All His Blood Pays Our Sin’s Debt.

Direct Communion is Restored As it Adam’s Sin is man’s Sin

Believing Man is NEVER Reconciled to God happened.

(By the way) the Reformation did away with the worst abuses of Popery, but preserved the same religious bones, only streamlined a bit:

True, it is less of a Twisted Perversion:

But any insult to the Cross of Christ, whether a huge debt is outstanding or a large debt is outstanding is still a FALSE GOSPEL.
Rigel corresponds to Leviticus 9 (see page 7). The first verse of Lev. 9 is:

“It came to pass on the EIGHTH DAY that Moses called Aaron and his sons and the elders of Israel.” [fig. “can also mean “Holy Man”] 8

The Bible Number 7 means “The END.” Bible Number 8 means “New Beginning.”

Interestingly, right below Rigel in Orion we find the constellation Lepus:

Lepus is “the NET.”
In fact, it looks like a figure 8 on its side.
But the “Net” is tighter on the left, then progressively widens out. Just like a spider web!

Lo and behold, a spider has 8 legs. Surely, by mentioning this 8th day right in the 1st verse, we were supposed to recognize the astronomical surroundings of Rigel strongly influence its meaning.

A spider can prey on insects, like a dragonfly, up to five times larger than itself.

How does a spider kill a much larger insect?
(1st) The insect gets caught in the web.
(2nd) The spider nimbly scampers down from her hiding place and quickly
binds the wings with spider silk so it can’t fly.
(3rd) The spider injects venom in the shoulder which paralyzes the muscles so it has no strength.
(4th) The chemicals in the venom dissolve all the internal organs and tissues inside the exoskeleton.
(5th) The spider withdraws and will return to feast on the insect later. Rigel is the hiding hole of the spider!
Taking this typology one step further: the Great Image of Nebuchad.
was an exalted man: head (gold) torso + arms (silver) + legs (iron) + 
feet (iron + clay). The Great Image had legs: not one, two, [Daniel 2 v 33].
But, in the heavens one of the legs is missing:

(B.B.)
The Statue is Tipping: 
A clue its downfall is foreseen in stars

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HEAD OF GOLD</th>
<th>BABYLON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cepheus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AURIGA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MEDIA-PERSIA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Taurus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALDEABERION</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GREECE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOINS (BELLY) + THIGHS OF BRONZE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREECE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIRIUS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CANUS MAJOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEPUS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARGO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARCINUS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(A) There are multiple prophetic fulfills of this prophecy: 
Rome [Sirius] would become a huge empire; Lepus representing the bits + pieces left of all others 
 chiefly including Greece.

(B) Rome would split into two. One of those legs would be 
shattered into bits. But the Byzantine Empire [Rome East] 
for outlasted Rome West. [That means Sirius is Rome East. The Statue faces away.

(C) So then, all that would be left [dominant] of Rome West is the Net! And that 
is precisely what happened. When Rome West fell there was a power vacuum. 
The Roman Catholic Church [the Net] became the dominant authority in Western Europe: Theocracy replaced that (Roman Senate) as supreme arbiter, The Pope 
replaced Caesar. And he could not abide rival religions; but crushed them 
to bits!

* Rome fell to Visigoths in 410 AD. Constantinople fell to Ottomans in 1453 AD. Rome East lasted a full 1000 years longer than Rome West! Which corresponds 
roughly to the entire years of the Catholic Church in the West.
Now do we see why Nebuchadnezzar wanted to kill all the astrologers, magicians, and wise men? The King of Babylon was too keenly aware of the dangers of their tricks.

The first Tower of Babylon was built [i.e., by craftsmen] with the purpose to "build a city, and a tower, whose top is in the heavens; let us make a name for ourselves, lest we be scattered abroad over the face of the whole earth" [Gen. 11:4].

The Great Image is about kingdoms. In a kingdom, the King has a Name. All others have honor, glory, or power on the wish of the King to delegate (what is his).

The Tower of Babel was a project to manufacture authority on behalf of the stakeholders: chiefly, the craftsmen, astrologers, and magicians. The roots of this go all the way back to Cain, whose ambition it was to build a city [state] which existed outside the authority of Adam: King of World.

Nebuchadnezzar was nobody's fool. His counselors could and would harbor ambitions to bring him and his royal line and ultimately all royal lines to an end with a view to resurrecting the unfinished Tower.

Nebuchadnezzar's command to "tell me thy dream," was in fact his paranoid ultimatum to divulge the secret plan to topple the power of Gentile kings.

Interestingly, Daniel told the King the dream leaving out any reference to the "Net," or the conspiratorial confederacy of Saul & Peter [his] yet to come to usurp Empire out of the hands of Rome and bequeath it to a Theocracy [aka, Great Image, one] (topped, deposing it to fall).

Instead Daniel emphasized the fall of the Great Image at the appearance of the Stone "made without human hands." But after that near death experience, once the King promoted Daniel as Chief of the Wise Men, believe you me: the conspiracy was on in earnest! [Daniel not a part of it.]

(Please see our study on Lev. 9 in our paper ‘Levitical Offerings’ on our site.)

The Roman Catholic religion has lasted a very long time and continues to number adherents in the hundreds of millions and devotees in the millions. These people are deaf to pleas to consider their worship system was invented by men in long, dark ages; who met in conferences and conclaves to issue opinions which became church dogma.

To hold so many people in a deception for so long is remarkable. Even after the Bible was translated into their own tongues, and anyone could read for themselves that notions like Purgatory and indulgences are nowhere found in the Word of God, this did not faze Catholics one bit.

As we saw in our analogy of the Spider (clergy) and Fly (laity) caught in the web (Religious System), the whole work of the spider is to render the fly unable to move, powerless, then to remove any internal conscience that might arise up and question. The spider silk and venom are powerful. That isn’t the whole story.

All cults, or religious communities, share a belief that their actions and their dogmas are favored by the deity they focus on. For many RCs— that person is Mary or another of the ancient believers who has been elevated to status of Saint by the Church. Millions of RCs pray to Mary— not to Jesus.

Roman pagans had worshipped many gods for many centuries. Then one day, Constantine came along and granted edict legitimacy to Christianity. Prior to that point, Christians were persecuted and reviled. Now Romans could freely choose. But over time Christian emperors gradually removed pagan customs, pagan sacred sites, pagan temples. So over time Roman pagans, if they wanted to participate in a religious community, went to RC churches.

It was a Frankenstein monster: body of Church was made of pagans who as infants were splashed with holy water, and instantly became Christians. Head of Church was clergy with real roots in the faith.

Obviously there were exceptions. Even millions who departed. But more millions remained than left. And those who remained became more entrenched.
31-Dec-2019.

**FRANKENSTEIN MONSTER**

Note carefully: There is No Trespass Offering. So all peoples; all animals; all creations of sea; all creeping things are drawn into this NET.

**DANIEL’S PROPHECY (39)**

- Romans
- Roman Catholics
- Emperor/Princes
- [Triabled Families]
- Senate
- Military
- Governors
- [Aaron sons]
- Cardinals
- [Twelve Tribes]
- Kings
- Pagan Priests
- Sacred Orders
- Parish Priests
- Mayors
- Holy Orders
- Craft Guilds
- Citizen Pagan
- Plect Pagan
- Backsliders
- Slave Pagan
- Jews
- Jews & Christians
- Muslims, Pagans, Heretics

**ANATHHEMA**

The point we are making is to tie this all into Rigel (Levitics 9). In order for the Roman Catholic Church to TAKE AUTHORITY they had to TAKE AWAY AUTHORITY from the previous Social Order. And all participants had to be party to TAKEAWAY...

- Levi: Sacrifice: Aaron [Clerk]
- Young Bull: Sin Offering
- Ram: Burnt Offering
- Calf 1st yr: Joint Offerings
- Lamb 1st yr: Peace Offerings
- Bull: Peace Offering
- Ram: Burnt Offering
- Grains: Sin Offering
- Grains: Peace Offering
- Grains: Burnt Offering
- Grains: Peace Offering
- Grains: Burnt Offering

Sacrificia Meanings:
- Dedication to the (New) Nation
- Renunciation of all other Prior
- Commitment of All Your Resources to (New) Nation
- Down on All Personal Desires/Ambition
- Against Consequences
- For Impenitent

Before Christ, for most of its history, Rome was a Republic: A mixture of Oligarchy (Senate) and Democracy ([Elected] Representatives, formed Conventions that At the time of Peter & Paul, Rome put more power in hands of Priests, Passed laws.)
1-Jan.: 2020

DANIEL’S PROPHECY (40)

Now, finally, we leave Orion behind and move on to Canus Major & star Sirius. Sirius is the knee of the left leg of Orion and corresponds to Rome, whose capital was Constantinople, the Empire of Byzantium, or Leviticus 18 (see page 7).

Sirius is a Red Giant star, brightest star in sky. Have you ever heard of a “Red Light District”? [Center of Prostitution]. Leviticus 18 presents the regulations in the Law of Moses concerning Incest & Impeach Relations. And Byzantium, with its highly conservative morality, of Eastern Orthodoxy, was plagued [literally and figuratively] by Emperor Justinian who elevated a notorious prostitute and stage actress Theodora to be his wife and co-regent. (More on that later)

First, understand that Clerical Religion is spiritual prostitution. In fact, in the practice of Polytheism [Greek, Rome prime example] there were actually women in these temples who provided sexual favors to worshipers who brought gifts. [Across Polytheism there were always festivals and special days when carnal gratification was featured and promiscuous, glorified. Monotheism condemned it].

Solomon Describes Harlotry [Proverbs 7]

At the window of my house, I looked through my lattice, and saw a simple youth... devoid of understanding, passing along the street near her corner; and he took the path to Her House. At twilight... black dark night... there a woman met him... attire of a harlot, crafty of heart... loud and rebellious Her feet would not stay home... lurking at every corner... She caught him [flir is in Net] and kissed him [venom injected: drug taking affect] with an impudent face she said “I have peace offerings” [Oh-I’m so...

The Harlot’s spiritual] Today I have paid my Vows [Ordained clergy] so I came out to meet you... and I have found you [you are my possession now]

Love

I have spread my bed [Tabernacle] with Tapestry, colored coverings [stained glass windows] of Egypt [land of bondage, slavery] I have perfumed my bed with myrrh, aloes, cinnamon [false worship: none of these is set aside for holy services in Law] Come, let us take our fill of Love until morning [false teaching: God loves you so nothing bad will ever happen to you]... for my husband is not at home [Christ has no authority here]

He has gone away on a long journey [No hope of Christ’s return either].

@ Judas said Jesus for 30 pieces of Silver @.
So RED is the colour of the bright star Sirius. Is there a character in the Bible associated with this color? Yes! Esau, who became Edom.

Hebrews and Aramaic: Isaac ~ son of Abraham representing earliest believers in Jesus who spread the primitive faith in Jesus abroad.

Greeks: 1st son: Esau ~ son of Isaac representing earliest Gentiles to convert; in Greek cities in Asia Minor, Greece, Egypt.

Romans: 2nd son: Jacob ~ son of Isaac representing Gentiles in more remote lands to convert: Italy, Spain, France, Germany.

Esau fits the Greek mold: a hairy man - beset with sin of polygamy - prone to aggression and fighting to resolve disputes - “hunter” - few moral constraints: preference for polygamy - “simple-minded” - easily surrender birthright & blessing for cheap meals - “pot of lentils” - but also a favorite of his father.

Greeks are open minded. They will debate and consider facts and arguments.

Early missionaries to Greek towns and cities found converts. Christian fellowships grew so that John could describe seven of them in Asia Minor alone: Ephesus, etc.

Greeks quickly sold out to religious men. An ancient people with a history of Temple worship made themselves subservient to religious men, especially men who were gifted in public speaking; e.g., Paul and Apollos in Corinth.

Paul appointed Elders who ruled the Church; then later Presbyters who ruled Elders.

Within one generation a Greek Christian religion was firmly established.

Being at the more distant frontiers of Rome helped ease building alternative communities.

The New Testament was written in Greek. Clearly, this was the chosen, 1st son of the faith. Gospel writers and Epistle writers labored to make the Gospel plain in the common tongue of these people. This huge advantage positioned the Greek Christian religion to spread. From its base in Constantinople the Orthodox faith spread North and eventually, Serbs, Bulgarians, and Slavs were converted. A great accomplishment considering those ethnicities were not Greek and their form of paganism was different than Greek.
Esau and Jacob, two sons of Isaac [son of the promise], each identify, with a leg of the Great Image of Nebuchadnezzar: Esau = Rome East and Jacob = Rome West. Before continuing with Sirius, stop and consider prophetic inherit.

As the 1st son, Esau was entitled to the whole estate: all Gentile lands. But Jacob stole the birthright [pot of lentil stew]. The Greek Orthodox faith inherited smaller lands beset with fractious neighbors: chiefly Arabs, but also Persians, Alans, Hun, Visigoths, etc. All Esau’s military skill was wasted.

As the 1st son, Esau was entitled to the blessing; highest standing in the faithful.

But Jacob stole the blessing: by the pretention of posing as 1st born son. Remarkably, the see of Rome, the Latin Church, founded by Peter, became recognized early as the “First in Honor”, “Choir Director”, “Mouth of Apostles”, etc.

None of this Clerical hogwash was taught by Jesus or found in the Gospels or the Epistles. What we find in Sacred Texts, the firm confession that the Resurrected Christ is the Head of his body, all those with faith everywhere, Jesus explicitly and repeatedly warned us: “Call no man ‘Father’ for One is your Father in Heaven and you are all brothers” and “Beware of false prophets who come in sheep’s clothes but inwardly are ravenous wolves.”

Was Peter faithful? He denied Jesus to a servant girl three times. Was Peter obedient to the Spirit? Peter tarried in Jerusalem when Jesus had ordered the Apostles to go into all the world.” Was Peter a false prophet? Jesus ordered the Apostles to teach “everything I commanded you.” Peter founded a religion where the followers obeyed “everything Peter commands.” Many regulations and much lawkeeping—which destroys the simple Gospel “believe on Lord Jesus and be saved,”

Furthermore, the entire agenda of Clericalism to erect temples & cathedrals empties the Gospel of its power because by God’s grace we are free.

Temples & Holy Spirit. [Rev. 3:16], for this error Peter can claim himself [Chupin].

8 Byzantines was in continual conflict with Moslems. Amazingly, Esau based in location of Edom faced same enemy: descendants of Ishmael.
2-Jan-2020

Daniel’s Prophecy (43)

Did you ever imagine that the Great Image of Nebuchadnezzar could be a key to understanding prophecy of the future?

Jacob had 12 sons. If Jacob is prophetic of the territory of Rome West, then the 12 sons... are prophetic of nations in Europe.

Sirshe, the star of Esau, ties to Leviticus 18 (see pg 7) which is the 108th chapter of the Bible. We will now turn to the 108th chapter of the Psalms.

V7 God has spoken in His Holiness

Genesis 34: I will exult; I will portion out Shechem.

Who is “His Holiness”? Pope of Rome.

Shechem is where Simon and Levi made a covenant with Hamor B. Hamor, B. Dinah, Shemesh = Rome West. Haman = Rome’s Emperor.

And measure out the Valley of Succoth

Place where Jacob hid from Esau when Esau was much stronger. i.e. early RC was weak.

V8 Gilead is Mine

Land of Amorites = Amorica = N. America

Manasseh is Mine

England ~ Northernmost of the large Tribes: notable in conquest of North America

Ephraim, also helmet of My head

France ~ Charles of France forced pagans to convert via pain of death. French also defeated Moslem invaders.

Judah is my Scepter

Germany ~ home of Holy Roman Emperor

V9 Moab is my Washing Pot

Italy ~ seat of Church; Lair of Priests

Over Edom I will throw My Shoe

Rome East ~ despicable rival Christian “shoes” RC missionaries have accepted.

1095 AD ~ Constantinople besieged numerous times.

Over Philistia I will shout aloud.


V10 Who will bring me to the besieged City?

Constantinople ~ Evelynus but Walk of Theodosius held firm.

Who will lead me to Edom?

Has not Thou Thyself, O God, rejected us?

1054 AD ~ Great Schism. Ointed baron.

Will Thou not go forth with our armies?

1187 AD ~ Jerusalem re-taken by Saladin

1531 AD ~ Henry VIII separates England from Catholic Church

1453 AD ~ Constantinople falls to Ottoman army
Concerning Esau it says:

Gen 36:2

Esau took wives of the daughters of Canaan: Adah the daughter of Elon the Hittite, Hagar the daughter of Abram, the daughter of Haran, and Basemath, Ishmael's daughter, sister of Nebajoth.

Leviticus 18 says:

According to the doings of Egypt where you dwelt, you shall not do; and according to the doings of Canaan where I am bringing you, you shall not do... observe My judgments and keep My ordinances, to walk in them. I AM THE LORD your God.

First, let's talk about the Hittite connection with Esau [Eastern Orthodox Church]. The Hittites were an ancient Kingdom with its capital city in Asia Minor. A large and powerful enough nation that ancient Egypt made a treaty with it.

The Hittite Empire was located right next to land of Esau (early Greek converts to Christianity) in Asia Minor.

The greatest extent of the Hittite Empire was 1330-1300 BC.

After the Bronze Age Collapse - 1180 BC, Hittites scattered. Some settled in Canaan, amongst other Canaanite tribes already there. Hittites were polytheists (30 gods) who spoke an Indo-European dialect. They may be the "Chittim", son of Javan, like Tarshish, a way.

No proof of the existence of Hittites was found until a metal treaty inscription was unearthen by archeologists.
Byzantium began as Rome East. Thankfully, her early and influential Emperors aggressively stamped out paganism and Roman religious customs, temples, cultic sites, and even destroyed images and holy pagan objects.

But like Esau, Rome East was a hodgepodge of ethnicities and viewpoints. Early Emperors married daughters as far off as the Franks (from anywhere really). Byzantine Emperors appointed the Archbishops or Patriarchs of three significant Sees: Constantinople, Antioch, Jerusalem. If a new Emperor arrived with a new religious viewpoint - he replaced key clergy to promulgate that view.

Moreover, you shall not lie carnally with your neighbor's wife to defile yourself with her; and you shall not let any of your descendants pass through [the fire] to Molech; nor shall you profane the name of your God; I am the LORD.

You shall not lie with a male as with a woman; it is an abomination.

Nor shall you mate with any animal, to defile yourself with it. It is perversion.

Do not defile yourself with any of these things, for by all these the nations are defiled, which I am casting out before you. For the land is defiled, therefore I visit the punishment of iniquity upon it - and the land vomits out its inhabitants.

How ironic! The original Hittites, grass polytheists, were vomited out of their land - end settled in Canaan. Now it was Byzantium's turn to dwell in the land. Would they walk with the Lord? Or adopt the "doings" of Egypt + Canaan?

382AD

Rome East were the first Romans to include foreign lands as "faedorati"; joined to Rome as closest allies - but given lands, untaxed, where they could continue their pagan ways. These troops joined their armies as mercenaries; mixing of pagan and Christians in common cause; the moral equivalent to mating with an animal.
DANIEL'S PROPHECY (46)

3-Jan-2020

HAVE YOU EVER WONDERED WHY SODOMY IS A BESETTING SIN OF CLERICS?

The sin of lying with your neighbor's wife spiritually is Clerical Religion:

LORD JESUS BELIEVERS LORD JESUS BELIEVERS CLERICS

Betrothed Estranged Groom ADULTERY

The sin of lying with a male as with a woman is spiritually Emperor appointing High priests or a Patriarch appointing Priests

LORD JESUS BELIEVERS CLERIC PATRIARCH KING/EMPEROR

Estranged Groom MAN MAN MAN MAN

ADULTERY SODOMY SODOMY

The sin of profanation, the name of the LORD is morally equivalent to the clerical hierarchy, ex-communicating or banishing believers in Jesus because of differences of opinion on theology. In other words, treating a believer in Jesus like a pagan, Perfect example is the priest Nestorius. In 428 Theodosius, the Emperor, appointed Nestorius to be Archbishop of Constantinople. In 431 the Council of Alexandria condemned Nestorius’ views. Nestorius was exiled to a remote monastery, in Egypt. Why was this done? In the name of "purifying the clergy of heretics." But, what did Jesus say? And why do you look at that speck in your brother's eye, but do not consider the beam in your own eye? ... But I say to you whoever is angry with his brother without cause shall be in danger of judgment, And whoever says to his brother "Raca" shall be in danger of the council. But whoever says "You fool!" shall be in danger of hell-fire. The whole edifice of Creeds and Theology becomes the sin of passing through the fire to Molech; killing the children of God.
3-Jan-2020

DANIEL'S PROPHECY (47)

The second wife of Esau was Aholibamah the daughter of Zibeon the Hivite.

DECEPTION
The towns of the Hivites in Canaan were Gibeon, Kephirah, Beiah, Kirjath-Sepher.

GIBEONITES
The Gibeonites in Joshua 9 claimed they were from a far off land and asked for a covenant with Israel on the basis that the name of the LORD your God reached them for they heard the fame of Him - all he did in Egypt.” (Joshua 9:47)

TRADE
After Israel agreed and it came to light the Hivites were near neighbors - they kept their pledge and did not kill them - but made them heavers of wood and drawers of water - explicitly, slaves of all the congregation and the altar of the Lord.

WE HEARD
Constantinople was a monumental impressive city. All the Emperors adorned it in some way. In 330 the city was consecrated. It took six years to build.

THE FAME
It had a Basilica, a Great Palace, Hippodrome [for races], named Baths, a vaulted monument at the West entrance, a great statue of Constantine, crowned with a halo of seven rays. Later came the Theodosian walls + Hagia Sophia.

NOT JESUS
Whitewashed, the image of the Goths was so impressed when he visited the city, that he gave up fighting and agreed to be loyal to Rome. Vladimir the Great, a pagan ruler of Kievan Rus, sent envoys to the different religions: Jews, Muslims, Orthodox.

DEAD MEN'S BONES
They reported with awe the beauty and majesty of Constantin's city, Firefully, Vladimir was baptized and married a Byzantine princess, ensuring Eastern Orthodoxy would spread to Ukraine and Russia.

WHITEWASHED

THEM ANY

INSIDE ARE

DEAD MEN'S

THEM ANY

EVES UNTIL

THE GODLY

YOU

(Joshua 23v13)

SINNERS & TREAS

TO YOU: SORROW

ON YOUR SIDES

THORNS IN YOUR

EYES UNTIL

THE GREAT AND

YOU

THE LORD GAVE

Was

Tsar Boris of Bulgaria, near neighbor to Byzantium to the North, in 863 Emperor Michael III of Byz. declared war on the Bulgars at a time of famine and natural disaster. Boris was forced to make peace, promising to convert to Christianity. In 869 Boris was secretly baptized together with family and Bulgarian nobility. But Boris began communications with Rome, who sent missionaries to propagate the Western Churchrite. This occasioned a rift between them. Then Patriarch, Photius, ex-communicated Pope Nicholas and the entire Western Church. The issue was not hers y but jurisdiction. Thus, by bringing Boris into the Christian fold, not willingly but under duress, led to a Schism between Latin Church and Greek Church. That Schism was finalized in 1054 “The Great Schism”
Dear reader: prepare yourself for a hard teaching. The third wife of Esau was "Basemath, daughter of Ishmael, sister of Nebajoth." Of course Ishmael was father of Arabs, so this union was another foreign people.

Leviticus 18 speaks extensively against nakedness and defines it broadly:

v6 "None of you shall approach anyone who is near of kin to him to uncover nakedness; I Am the LORD. The nakedness... you shall not uncover:

v7-8... your father or your mother... your father's... daughter of father or mother... your son's daughter... it is your own nakedness... your

v10... your... daughter, begotten by your father - she is your sister...

v12... your... near of kin to your father... your mother's... near of kin to your mother... your father's... brother. You shall not approach his wife...

v15... she is your aunt... your... in-law - your... wife... your... husband...

v17... a woman and her daughter, nor her son's daughter or her daughter's daughter...

v18... it is wickedness... nor shall you take a woman as a rival to her sister - while the other is alive... a woman... as long as she is in her [customary] impurity,"

Ezr. 9, Daughters of Herodias sex, which spiritually means to exert authority, but it’s close. To "uncover nakedness" is to bring a person, shame and disgrace. Believe it or not, in ancient cultures, ordering woman to disrobe in front of you and other people, was done, either for titilating entertainment or as punishment.

Est. 1v2-3 King Ahasuerus... made a feast for all his officials... nobles, princes...

v4 he showed the glory of his kingdom... for many days... when it was finished

v5 the king made a feast for seven days for all in the capital of Shushan,

great to small in the court of the garden of the palace... on the seventh
day, the king commanded... to bring Queen Vashti... wearing her royal

crown [only]... to show her beauty to the people... but Queen Vashti

refused to come... therefore the king was furious.

We presume the reason for this law was to constrain the shameful lusts of the pagans within the tents of the righteous and ultimately, to stop incest.
4 Jan. 2020

DANIEL’S PROPHECY (49)

The people of Abrahamic faith are related:

(Kezibah) ——> Abraham + (Sarah)

Zimran, Jokshan, Medan, Midian, Ishbak, Shuah
[Tribe of Arab] [Peninnesi]

Ishmael ——> Hagar
[Arabs]

Isaac + (Rebekah)

Esau ——> Jacob
[Edomites] [Israelites]

So, Ishmael is Esau’s father’s brother. According to Leviticus 18 it is prohibited for Esau to uncover the nakedness of his father’s brother. But Buleath was the daughter of Ishmael. Lev. 18 says: “The nakedness of your son’s daughter... for theirs is your own nakedness.” (v. 10) So if Esau marries his cousin – he is uncovering the nakedness of her grand-father; who was Abraham! That would mean bringing shame and disgrace to the entire family. Unspeakably wrong headed – cursing the roots of the tree from which you yourself are a branch.

This was a besetting sin of Esau. Naturally he held a grudge against Jacob for swindling him out of the birthright and tricking him out of the blessing. But Jacob was his brother, son of his father, grandson of Abraham.

The Lord took great exception with Edom for rejoicing at the fall of Jerusalem and even aiding the enemies by cutting off refugees from the city.

Obadiah v. 10 For violence against your brother shame will cover you. And you will be cut off forever... In the day strangers carried captive his forces when foreigners entered his gates and cast lots for Jerusalem... even you were as one of them. But you should not have gazed on the day of your brother, in the day of his captivity. Nor should you have rejoiced over the children of Judah in the day of their destruction, nor should you have spoken proudly in the day of distress, (et cetera)
THE EASTERN CUSTOM OF TAKING SHOES OFF WHEN ENTERING A HOLY PLACE TEACHES US: MISSIONARIES OF RELIGION NOT WELCOME

Religionists send out missionaries to convert people in other cultures to their theology and way of life. Since Jesus did not come to start a religion—Jesus does not send missionaries. The LORD has provided witnesses, individuals in everyday life, who will share their faith if asked.

Both prophetic Esau and prophetic Jacob represent man’s religion: the Greek and Latin Clerical Systems. These religions are rebels to the Gospel—by bringing saints that true death of Christ set free—back under religious law.

What religious missionaries do is the opposite of Christ’s intentions: they poison the opinions of people in other cultures against the true Gospel of Christ.

It gets worse. The Author was a sheep-keeper for many years. When wolves first attacked the flock of Shepherds (in Gentile lands, not in Holy Land) what did the Shepherds do? They trained their own dogs to fight with wolves! And so, one irresponsible self-inflicted group of fanatics begets others.

Listen carefully. It was a Greek Church priest Waraka who rescued the orphan Mohammed. Although Waraka was of Arab ethnic descent, and a not too distant relative of Mohammed, he made it his business to convert the Arabs, descendants of Ishmael, and specifically for the convert to follow the rites of Greek Orthodoxy, which is prophetic Esau.

So (prophetic) Esau was uncovering the nakedness (shaming publicly) the daughter of Ishmael (prophetically the followers of his beliefs and wife of his sons). Thus bringing shame and disgrace to Abraham. This did not end well.

Or, put another way, prophetic Esau was seeking a wife, communion of believers who recognized his authority, out of the descendants of Ishmael, ie a daughter.

It doesn’t matter that the Arabs were polytheists at first, and brought disgrace to Abraham themselves—that was on them. But Waraka brought them a false Gospel—and poisoned their hearts against the true Gospel.
What was the result of Esau taking a daughter of Ishmael as wife? Or, prophetic Esau [Greek Church] taking Basemath as wife [Arab and believing Greek Orthodoxy]? Jesus said: “The rule that you use will be used against you.”

The rise of the Islam religion! Mohammed was convinced, probably from the witness of Naraka and Kadijah that there was only one God. But Mohammed could not bring himself to adopt Greek Orthodoxy, nor should he have. The final result was Mohammed elevated a local well-known diet, Allah, to the status of God Almighty. He then proceeded to dictate the Laws of Allah, praying in a certain way, pray at a certain time, pray in a certain direction. Abraham certainly had never heard of this Arab diet, nor did Abraham follow these religious rules. So, to counter the man-made religion of the Greek Church, Mohammed pioneered another man-made religion with Arabic distinctive for Arabs.

What will be the result of another rival religion in the region? Endless war of religion. The wolves of Greek Church ventured into the pastures of the Arab goat herds. Now the hyenas of Arabic Islam will venture into the pastures of the Greek shepherds, [and Latin shepherds too].

Spiritually, the Greek Church brought shame and disgrace to Abraham by dishonoring the sacred duty to respect the dignity of relatives, even if their ways of life are distasteful to you. This was the fuel that Mohammed ignited and discovered to his amazement I am sure, how zealous he and his followers would be in their new religious persona.

Interestingly, Islam expanded non-stop like a brush fire until they ventured into the lands of prophetic Jacob [Latin Church] and were defeated by Charles Martel at battle of Tours in 732AD. Now it was prophetic Ishmael [Islam Religion] who were bringing shame to Abraham by transgressing into the lands of prophetic Jacob [Latin Church]. So the winds of Islamic fervor died down.

© Abraham was born over 2800 years before Mohammed. Furthermore Hagar did not get an Egyptian wife for Ishmael until after Ishmael had left Abraham’s presence. Polytheism of Arabs originated in Ishmael’s Egyptian wife.
DANIEL’S PROPHECY

Now we move on to the last bright star in the Great Image: Canopus, which corresponds to the 144th chapter of the Bible: Numbers 27.

Canopus is a bright star in the constellation Argo - Carina. This star is low in the sky, past -50° Declination, closer to South Pole than the Earth’s Equator. As such, being in the Sea, and deep in the Sea, it represents lack of righteousness and the knowledge of God, a place where prayers, piety, sacred texts are forgotten.

The Bible likens woman to ships: “Who can find a virtuous wife? She is like ships...” she is like the merchant ships, she brings her food from afar, she considers a field and buys it, from her profits she buys a vineyard...” (Prov. 31). But King Lemuel warned his son “Do not give your strength to women, nor your ways to what destroys kings” (Prov. 31)

If Sirius is “The Knee” of the Great Image, then Argo is “The Feet”. The part Daniel prophesied!” Its feet partly of iron - partly of clay” (Dan. 2 v 32).

According to long established Mid-East culture feet are considered unclean and detestible; in constant contact with dirt, they are filthy and stink, Numbers 27 introduces us to five women (These are the 5 toes of the left foot).

v.1 Then came the daughters of Zelophehad, the son of Hepher, the son of Gilead, the son of Machir, the son of Manasseh, the son of Joseph... Mahlah, Noah, Hoglah, Milcah, Tirzah... leaders and all...

v.2 They stood before Moses... Eleazar... congregation at the Doorway of Tabernacle of Meeting... “Our father died in the wilderness... not in company with Korah... and he had no sons. Why should the name of our father be removed from among his family because he has no son? Give us a possession among our father’s brothers... LORD spoke to Moses... The daughters speak right; you surely give them a possession of inheritance... to pass to them.

There is much here to chew on. But at a simple level we see a transition of male authority, and rights to woman. Or as Lemuel would say “give your strength” to women.

8 The old constellation Argo is split into three: Carina (The Keel or Hull), Puppis (The poop deck or ship’s castle, usually at rear); and Vela (The Sails). Carina is the lowest.
PROPHECY OF DANIEL (53)

As we have told you (page 42) the 12 sons of Jacob are prophetic of lands under the sway of the Latin Church. Lands West of the Jordan represent Europe, lands East of Jordan represent European colonies in Americas.

Gilead was the territory East of Jordan; representing North America; God was the Southern part of territory E. of Jordan, representing S. America.

Therefore, the daughters of Zelophehad are lands within the colonies or former colonies of England. (The United States is prophetic Ephraim.)

The daughters are: Canada, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, India. Canopus is the big toe of the five: either Canada or India (I vote Canada).

As it happens, all the colonies of England asked for and were granted independence — without wars of independence. (Unlike the colonies of Spain and Portugal who gained independence by arms). In India there was a campaign of passive resistance led by Ghandi.

"Our father died in the wilderness." All five toes were wild lands, full of nature, animals, flora, fauna but undeveloped compared to England. Settlers [the "father"] brought faith in the LORD with them, but "Our Father" — in Heaven, the object of Christian prayers — "died." All these lands became secular [exception: Province of Quebec, former French colony] governments [even India, whose Constitution permitted citizenship to all faiths, including those of no faith.][Very recently, Quebec declared itself secular].

CAN-OPUS

But the big toe is Canada. The biggest woman — trading nation (as GNP) in the world — turned her back on Christianity — a world leader in Liberalism.

In their youth, the British colonies were all Protestant, Church of England faithful. The Gadhish colonies all Catholic.
After thousands of years of wars and jostling of ambitious men for land, resources, and bragging rights - some might say the gentler hand of a woman... The Bible honors women. But their role can't include sharing power and authority. When they assert themselves into power - bad things happen. Eve took matters into her own hands to counsel with the Serpent and ate forbidden fruit - putting Adam in the quandary of choosing between obeying the LORD or being a spinster once Eve died, Jezebel took matters into her hands and provided Ahab with a scheme to get the garden he desired by slandering and falsely accusing Naboth. Herecles was filled with murderous intent when John told Herod he ought not take his brother Philip's wife, and when the opportune time came, at a point of weakness she requested the prophet's hand on a platter, and got it. Many other examples humanly speaking it's hard to see what is wrong with women getting truck, women getting higher education, women running for elected office, women getting careers, etc. But God sees how it will all end: motherhood becomes a second class job, women will divorce, men and drain their wealth, women will see babies as a nuisance and choose [gasp] to abort them, children will grow up in a home without a mother and see the institution of family itself as pointless, women will not train children to respect their father [since they, themselves, don't], governments will set quotas for women in order to win electoral favor with women, and young men will be frozen out of career paths, without a steady income stream those young men will not be able to delay to start families. Other than the murder of millions of children, the debasement of fatherhood and motherhood, the exile of young children to day cares, income and wealth loss of young men and old men on a massive scale, it's not that bad.

Canada is a world leader in feminism. Recently the leader of the Conservative Party lost an election in part because he would not walk in Gay Pride parades and disclosed his personal conviction abortion is wrong. (Even though he insisted he would not impose his conviction on Canada's laws.) Miriam challenged Moses and got leprous.
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The daughter of Zelophehad said:

Num.27 v.4 "Why should the name of Our Father be removed among his family because HE HAS NO SON"

The ‘Our Father’ referred to here cannot be the God of Judaeo-Christian Faith because both Jews and Christians believe in a Messiah. Either the ‘Our Father’ refers to Islam or to Polytheism in some form.

All five toes, 5 nations, are remote as possible from the influence of Islam, separated by wide oceans. Furthermore, Islam is conservative with respect to the role of women, so ‘Our Father’ can’t be Allah.

Apparently ‘Our Father’ is a member of a ‘Family’. This lines up with Polytheism. Nations under Polytheism vehemently reject the LORD; so it fits.

The reader might now be rolling the eyes, thinking: “Come on. How could Canada, Australia, New Zealand be heading to Polytheism?”

Here’s how it happens. Polytheism is a money-maker. Read Acts 19 and see what happened when Paul preached saying: “They are not gods that are made with hands.” Demetrius the silversmith told the other craftsmen “...we have prosperity by this trade...and they were full of wrath...so the whole city was filled with confusion...”

Your heroes are The youths of Canada aren’t hearing Bible stories. The movie industry is churning out action films with female (and male) super-heroes with super-natural powers. Some are part animal or part alien and human. Some are full on alien. It is a huge money-maker.

Acts 19 v 29 “So the whole city...rushed into the Theatre with one accord.”

Animism is ruled out: most of them believe in a Creator, but he is invariably a female figure, not a male figure.
**PROPHECY OF DANIEL (56)**

The daughters of Zelophehad said:

Num 27:4 “Give us a possession among Our Father’s brothers.”

Menashe was a Tribe of the Israelites. The father of the Israelites was Jacob. Who were the brothers of Jacob? Esau for one. But there were others.

“Then Solomon sent to Hiram, king of Tyre, saying, ‘As you have dealt with David my father [so deal with me].’” (1 Chron 2:3) Then Hiram went from Tyre to see the cities had given him... they did not please him, ‘What are these you have given me, MY BROTHER? And he called them Caleb.”

Believe it or not, one of the largest department stores in Canada is called "Canadian Tire".

The relationship between Israel and Tyre was so close it was likened to a brotherhood. Since Solomon’s wives came from nearby nations, he was at least a brother-in-law.

Other similarities between Tyre (Canada) and Israel (including Ezekiel, USA & Modern-day Lebanon):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tyre (Canada)</th>
<th>Renowned trading nation &amp; mercantile activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Other nations</td>
<td>Large scale forestry industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in the 5 toes</td>
<td>Mountains &amp; Cedar forests of breathtaking beauty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>check</td>
<td>Permissive of Alternate Religions to Abraham’s faith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>these boxes</td>
<td>Port access to High Seas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>but Canada</td>
<td>Significant Jewish community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>checks</td>
<td>Strong bonds with Israel [prophetic USA, UK]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>them all.</td>
<td>Use of foreign laborers in primary industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Renowned for expertise in mining &amp; extraction, secret society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Large Masonic Lodge presence &amp; craft guilds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Supportive of the Jewish State in Palestine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(etc.) (etc.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tyre was on an island but had a port with it on the coast. All of Lebanon, including Sidon, was under jurisdiction of King of Tyre at this time. (of Solomon)
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Let's back-up for a minute and look at the Great Image again:

Proceeding from Auriga are the myriad stars of the Milky Way; our Galactic neighbors.

The "stars" of the Milky Way are the 'Great People' of history; the scientists, artists, architects, composers, engineers, doctors, captains of industry & trading ships, generals, admirals, poets.

The religiousists of Orion, Lepus, Canis Major will have nothing to do with them. But in Babylon [Auriga] Daniel's wise men were influential. Taurus lost grip on them - but they become influential again in Argo.

Daniel was the prototype of the 'Great Person'. He offered his expert services impartially. As an exile - he had no country of his own. He had a personal faith - he loved Jerusalem - he feared the LORD. But his work benefitted others. Neither did he seek self-glory, nor riches. He served a king, but did not worship him or bow down to his god; Integrity!

Over time since Daniel & Nebuchadnezzar the world has continued to produce Great people of distinguished accomplishments. But just as the metals in the statue degraded in luster, with each passing age, the Great People have diminished in integrity. So today we see scientists promoting the theory of Evolution: complexity arose out of random soup over a long time - when they know the laws of Thermodynamics prohibit this. We see doctors who have taken the Hypocritical Oath not to use medicine for harm - performing abortions. We see priests marrying same sex couples. We see our best singers & performers degrade themselves in skimpy costumes. Our pharmacists and food industry selling addictive drugs and white products for human consumption with known adverse health impacts. Es sugar.
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The LORD continues, now directing His Word to the Children of the Israelites:

v8 “If a man dies and has no son, then you shall cause his inheritance to pass to his daughter.”

The ‘man’ spoken of here is the Head of the Household, the ‘Adam’, the king. The time would come, in this era, i.e. after the days of the kings of Rome East/Byzantium [Canis Major] were finished, in the era of Argo that Monarchism would die out in the lands of the Israelites, and a new thing would arise: Democracy and Constitutional Monarchies, where kings and queens were figureheads - Parliaments held the power.

When did Canis Major end and Argo begin? It was before the daughters of Zelophehad. In the skin, Argo - Ven and Argo - Poppis are closer to C. Major. Canada was granted independence in 1867; Constantinople fell to the Ottomans in 1453; but England did not behead her King (Charles) until 1649 and became a Republic under Cromwell. It was a continual 1918 diminishing of Royal prerogatives across Europe until the Russian revolution in:

v9 “If he has no daughter, then you shall give his inheritance to his brothers.”

The royal houses of Europe were very in-bred by cross-marriages. (Exception: Catholics did not marry Orthodox.) Whenever there was a succession crisis rival royal houses would fight wars to claim the land. This went on simultaneously with the rise of democracy here and there.

v10 “If he has no brothers, then you shall give his inheritance to his father’s brothers.”

Invasion of Gallipolis
Since there were no marriages between Catholic Royalty, and Orthodox Royally, when Byzantium, finally, fell - there was no Catholic king with any legal claim by blood in any of the land of Esau. So the inheritance of that land passed to his father’s [Isaac’s] brothers: Ishmael [Spiritual Islam] and Mohammedans occupied Turkey since 1453 until today!
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And it his father has no brothers..."

"As you saw iron mixed with ceramic clay, they will mingle with the seed of men, but they will not adhere together; just as iron does not mix with clay" (Dan. 2:43)

The day will come, and is already here, that fraternity within the family of nations, and even between political parties within nations, will be lost.

An example of this is the U.K. An issue came up- Brexit- should U.K. stay or go. People voted: Leave! Fraternity of nations within Europe cracked.

Post-Brexit referendum: Region in U.K., historically, its own nation, was against leaving E.U. Now the political party in Westminster Parliament representing Scotland says it will work toward (another) referendum to leave U.K.

In the U.S. the relations between Republicans and Democrats have moved past merely having different opinions on policy and competing visions to a mood of distrust, loathing, foul language to adetermination to press legal charges, to anguish among the people the foundations of the Republic established by its founding fathers no longer are respected.

"...then you shall give his inheritance to the relative CLOSEST TO HIM in his family, and he shall possess it."

Who is “closest” to being like a King? An authoritarian dictator who is not shy to use force, even against his own people, to stay in power.

This started with Napoleon who ordered the army to send a “whiff of grapeshot” down the avenues of Paris to control rioters & dissenters.

Napoleon was not of royal lineage, a Corsican, barely even a Frenchman. But he was “a relative” because he was European. And he became very powerful.

Likewise dictatorships have arisen in Europe: Spain, Italy, France, Germany, and Russia at various times. Today, authoritarianism and strong men are rising to power again. In Russia we are already there.
We are at the end. Did you know all the signs in the heavens, the constellations, are numbered? The number of Argo-Carina is 39; which is Book of Malachi.

ch.1v2 "Was not Esau, Jacob's brother? Says the LORD. Yet Jacob I have loved, but Esau I have hated, And laid waste his mountains and heritage for the jackals of the wilderness."

Sure enough. The heritage of Esau, birthplace of Greek believers, is moslem. And Esau's city, Constantina, where Byzantine Emperors [ie 'mountains'] reigned is, Turkey. (whose capital is Ankara)

ch.2v1 "Now O priests... I will curse your blessings... behold I will rebuke your descendants and spread filth on your faces, the filth of your solemn feasts, that my covenant with Levi may continue

Latin priests

Levitical priests are Catholic, in the time since the Cross (see page 34) [prophetically, not really]

Catholic priests have been disgraced in eyes of public due to many abuses of boys.

ch.2v14 Because the LORD has been witness between you and thy wife of thy youth; with whom you have dealt treacherously; yet she is your companion and your wife by covenant,

Catholic priests have gone so far as even to have sex with nuns. And not just one.

ch.3v16 Then those who feared the LORD spoke to one another, and the LORD listened.

v17 'They shall be Mine' says the LORD of hosts... I will make them My jewels,

A remnant will be saved. Those who are appalled at the doings of Canaan and the doings of Egypt in the sacred precincts devoted to the LORD.

ch.4v1 For behold the day is coming, burning like an oven... and all the proud... all who do wickedly, will be stubble, the Day will burn them up, [Mount Carmel]

Not just weather events caused by global warming. See the wildfires in Australia were hot enough to melt Aluminum. Is that naturally caused?

Look under the page "STARS" on our website. Is Australia proud? This is not just an issue with them. (See Rev 3v 17 - 19) "As many as I love I chasten"